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What are Megatrends?
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Megatrends create long-term opportunities for investors

2020

“We always overestimate the
change that will occur in the next
two years and underestimate the
change that will occur in the next
ten. Don't let yourself be lulled into
inaction.”

Bill Gates
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Megatrends are long-term themes…

Megatrends are structural changes that arise

2020

Megatrends will have a significant impact on our
lives for decades

from demographic, environmental, behavioural
and socio-economic developments.
Megatrends

They have a significant impact on our society, our
private life and businesses.

Impact

High

Ordinary Trend

Technology and Innovation

is an
inevitable part of our life – in private and
business. It helps to overcome inefficiencies and
enables businesses to grow. It is the cornerstone
of many Megatrends.

Hype
Fad
Low
<1 YR

1 – 2 YRS

2 – 5 YRS

5 – 20 YRS
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Long-term, structural Megatrends according to Vontobel’s
Thematic Framework

2020

Innovation / Technology
−
−
−
−

Sustainable Value Creation
−
−
−
−

Environmental
Social
Governance
Impact Investing

Artificial Intelligence
Robotics
Internet of Things
Digitalization

Multipolar World
−
−
−
−

Rise of emerging & frontier markets
Emerging trade tensions
Race for global resources
Race for global technology leadership

Demographics & Urbanization
−
−
−
−
−

Increase in world population
Ageing societies
Transition to healthier living
Rise of global pandemics/health issues
Smart cities
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Theme overview

2020

Aqua: Problem-solving companies related to water
scarcity, water contamination and water efficiency.

Cloud Computing: Cloud titans like Amazon or

Smart Healthcare: Companies that provide innovation

Microsoft as well as fast growing niche players in areas like
Software-as-a-Service, cloud infrastructure, IT Consulting,
etc.

and technology for the healthcare sector, which helps to
gain efficiency and ultimately save costs.

Smart Farming & FoodTech:
Companies within the agricultural and food
sectors that aim at reducing costs/improving
production efficiency, protect the environment
and natural resources, or contribute to human
and animal welfare and health.

Disruptors: Artificial Intelligence, future mobility
concepts, the internet-of-things or changing
consumer behaviour of millennials. The selected
companies have the potential to disrupt whole
industries.

Demographics
&
Urbanization

E-Commerce: We focus on companies that

NextGen Brands: Companies with
strong brand recognition, a loyal customer
base and a strategy towards attracting
millennials and the Generation Z.

Power of Diversity: Companies that

Sustainable
Value
Creation

successfully embrace diversity of gender,
race and thought.

Impact for Good: Companies that provide
positive environmental & social impact. The main goal
is to promote an environmentally sustainable and
socially responsible economy.

offer services and technologies across the value
chain of E-commerce, from software to logistics.

Innovation
&
Technology

Multipolar
World

Era of Robotics: Our investment portfolio is
diversified and offers exposure not only to robotics
companies, but also to software providers and
semiconductor equipment makers.

E-Sports & Gaming: Areas like cloud gaming,
chipmakers, game developers & equipment and also video
streaming. This fast-growing trend offers many investment
opportunities.

Energy Revolution: The strategies aims at benefiting from energy-

Family Influenced Businesses: Companies that benefit from

related trends by investing in companies which are active in e.g.
renewable energy, smart grid, energy storage, green buildings,
recycling, hydrogen and so-called enabling technologies.

strongly aligned shareholder and management interests, a longer-term
strategic vision (less focused on quarter-to-quarter earnings “management“)
and lower financial leverage ratios.
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Investment Case – Cloud
Computing
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Cloud Computing in a nutshell

2020

Democratization of computing resources
Top benefits of the Cloud
According to technical professionals

62%

61%

56%

reported faster
access to
infrastructure

reported greater
scalability

reported higher
availability

MASTER DATA
Portfolio Manager

Cloud infrastructures support
environmental proactivity,
powering virtual services rather
than physical products.

Cloud computing offers an
economically friendly aspect.:
Modern data centers that are
centralized use synergies and
are often energy-efficient.

Source: Gartner, Vontobel

Providing virtualized computing
resources over the Internet
enables digital business
models to scale fast. Uber is a
good example: it uses Amazon
Web Services.
As cloud computing is based
on pay-per-use, smaller
companies no longer have a
competitive disadvantage
compared to larger ones.

Underlying
Management fee p.a.

Daniel Maier, CFA
Romain Hohl
Cloud Computing Index
1.25%

Initial fixing

29.01.2021

Product type

Tracker-Certificate (Actively Managed
Certificate)

Product ISIN

CH0581518138 (CHF)
CH0573916050 (USD)
DE000VP9LZW4 (EUR)

Listing

SIX SWISS EXCHANGE (CHF+USD)
Boerse Frankfurt Zertifikate Premium,
EUWAX für EUR
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Cloud Computing– an “enabling” technology

2020

AI

Big Data

Internet of Things

Cloud Computing

Digital technologies such as cloud computing are the foundation for further innovation and new business
models, which has changed the status quo and led to disruptions across major industries.

Source: Jefferies, Vontobel
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The strength of the Cloud – Uber example

2020

Uber comments on its Cloud strategy:
“We have developed our infrastructure to be highly automated, enabling us to improve our platform and
add new features with rapid velocity. We built our platform to handle spikes in usage, such as those we
experience during holidays. We currently use multiple third-party cloud computing services and have colocated data centers located in the United States and abroad. These partnerships allow us to quickly and
efficiently scale up our services to meet spikes in usage without upfront infrastructure costs, allowing us to
maintain our focus on building great products.”

Accessibility

Riders only need an app to
use the service
Source: Uber, Unsplash, CBinsight

Cost efficiency

Little fixed costs for drivers.
All they need is an app

Flexibility

Uber can use the platform to
build multiple businesses

Scalability

Uber was able to rapidly
scale the amount of rides
11
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Cloud Computing – growth trajectory remains strong

2020

Strong growth across all Cloud Computing segments
– Growth in the cloud market is mainly driven by a huge amount of data arising from increasing usage of IoT and Machine Learning.
ISG and several other research providers like Bitkom forecast an average market growth of 29% for the cloud segment.
– Overall, the cloud market still accounts for a relatively small portion of the global IT market. This is expected to change in the next decades.
– Cloud-based models can be divided into three main categories: public, private and hybrid (a combination of the first two)
– Cloud computing can be further categorized into Software (SaaS), Platforms (PaaS) or IT (IaaS).

Cloud revenues worldwide (in billion USD)
400

Global IT
Spending

266

200

228

4.9

197

150
58 69
43 50

Public Cloud

Hybrid Cloud
The best of two worlds

309

Cloud
Spending (ca.
5% of total)

250

50

355

0.27

300

100

Private Cloud

Global IT market size 2020e (tr USD)

350

Cloud model

85

105

122

145

▬
▬
▬

+
+
+

Scalability
Personnel expenses
Expertise (data center)
Data security
Privately owned
Performance (local)

IaaS
host

▬
▬
▬

+
+
+
PaaS
build

Costs
Security
Customization
OpEx
Scalability
Updates

SaaS
consume

0

Source: Statista
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Breakdown of average Cloud Services in organizations

Source: McAffee (2019)

2020
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Cloud Computing strategy overview

2020
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Software & Applications

2020

Software is a driver for growth and efficiency
– The Internet is powered by software, and software vendors are enjoying a renaissance thanks to the Cloud.
– SaaS is the biggest and most fragmented cloud segment. According to a survey by Jefferies, CIOs worldwide view SaaS
as their highest spending priority. As opposed to infrastructure, SaaS cannot be “Amazoned” out, meaning companies
have higher barriers to entry and revenues are recurring, which makes the business models predictable and sticky.
– Within SaaS, we see a wide variety of attractive categories and a evolving landscape. Recently for instance,
collaboration software got a boost from the “work-from-home” trend.

Cloud applications a clear spending priority
Cloud applications

83%

Cloud infrastructure

71%

Data analytics / BI

SaaS – the biggest cloud category
Customer
Relationship
Management

Analytics

63%

Digital transformation

56%

Systems / data integration

~500 bn USD
SaaS market

48%

DR / business continuity

Infrastructure

33%

Legacy systems

Collaboration

15%

IT shared services

>10% p.a.

13%

Automation

4%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Enterprise
Resource
Planning

Marketing
Security

Net Percentage Increasing Spending

Source: Computer Economic, 2020
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Data Center / Server / Virtualization

2020

Demand for critical cloud infrastructure is set to increase
– The demand of digitization forces enterprises to re-architect their IT infrastructure. The speed of technology and
business change combined with increased traffic volumes and mobile technology require a multicloud-enabled IT delivery
platform, linked to traditional infrastructure.
– We expect demand to accelerate for home infrastructure due to improving remote collaboration. In the public space,
growth is driven by the strong increase of connected devices (Industry 4.0, Smart Cities), new technologies like 5G and
government spending.

Hyperscale Data Center growth remains strong
140’000

60%

120’000

50%

100’000

IoT creates need for strong cloud infrastructure
What makes a Smart City?
Connected Plane
40 TB p.d.

Multiple Applications Create Big Data

Intelligent Building
275 GB p.d.

40%

80’000
30%
60’000

Connected Factory
1 PB p.d.

20%

40’000

10%

20’000
0

Public Safety
50 PB p.d.

0%

Hyperscale Datacenter Capex (in mn USD, lhs)

Weather Sensors
10 MB p.d.

Smart Hospital
5 TB p.d.

A city of one
million
inhabitants (?)
generates 200
million GB
data per day

Smart Car
70 GB p.d.

Smart Grid
5GB p.d.

Y/Y Growth (rhs)

Source: Goldman Sachs, Cisco
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Cloud Security & Performance

2020

The only constants in cybersecurity are change and complexity
– Security remains a top priority for institutions. It is expected to see the most broad budget increases. Legacy security
solutions will be replaced by cloud solutions. The rise in remote working has increased cyber attacks dramatically.
– The advantages of cloud-driven security services over on-premises solutions is an overall better security standard,
regulatory compliance, storage immortality, minimal downtime, scalability and overall lower costs.
– Different categories of cloud security include: Network Security, Endpoint Security, AIRO – (Analytics, Intelligence,
Response, and Orchestration), Web Security, Messaging Security, Identity and Access Management.

Security market size and growth by category

Expected CAGR (2018-2023e)

95 million USD

Network
Security;
$17.3 bn

14%

Amount paid by a large European
manufacturer following a ransomware
attack (ZDNet)

12%
Endpoint
Security;
$11.5 bn

10%

AIRO;
$10.5 bn

8%

Web Security;
$3.3 bn

4%

0%

22.000 computers
…not accessible anymore following a large
ransomware attack against a renewable
energy company

6%

2%

Ransomware threatens businesses worldwide

Identity and
Access
Management;
$7.0 bn

Source: Barclays, Crowdstrike

Messaging
Security;
$2.8 bn

20 Billion USD
Estimated damage by ransomware attacks by 2021
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Data & Storage

2020

Multicloud solutions on the rise
– According to the annual RightScale State of the Cloud Report, the use of multiple clouds is by far the most common
pattern among enterprises.
– Amazon Web Services is the market leader in the public cloud. Nevertheless, it is challenged by players like Microsoft,
Google, VMware and others.

Multi-Cloud discussed on earnings calls

Public Cloud Adoption YoY

100

Amazon Web Services

90
80

Microsoft Azure

70

Google Cloud

61%
52%

50
40
30

Oracle

17%
11%

Vmware Cloud

17%
12%
13%
12%

IBM Cloud

20

0
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

% of all respondents; N=750

7%
3%

Alibaba

10

63%

35%

19%

60

76%

0%

20%
2020e

40%

60%

80%

2019

Percentage of companies discussing multi-cloud adoption in earnings calls.

Source: Cbinsights, Flexera 2020 State of the Cloud Report
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Our Investment Approach
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Investment Objective

Structural
Growth

We select themes that benefit
from long-term structural trends
(Megatrends) that will last for at
least a decade.

2020

High Active
Share

We strive for a high active share
in our portfolio. Our focus on
smaller, younger and less wellknown companies that are not
necessarily part of an major index
can offer additional return
potential*.

Thematic Purity

The companies we select have a
high revenue/earnings exposure
to the underlying themes. These
companies are more focused and
typically exhibit a valuation
premium.

Diversification

Attractive investment themes
can be found across many
areas of our lives. Our high
degree of diversification
minimized clustered factor risk.

There is no assurance that the investment objective will be achieved or maintained.
*based on CFA study
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Bottom-up stock selection
1. Thematic Purity

High revenue & earnings
exposure to theme (>30%)
or
High strategic focus on theme
points to business transformation
or
Market leadership (despite <30%
rev. exposure, i.e. Google cloud)

2. Quantamental Analysis

Quantamental analysis features:
− Fundamental data
− Statistics
− Programming

2020

3. Alternative Data & ESG

4. Experts / PM Conviction

Alternative Data and ESG based
on:
– Job openings data
– Social Media signals
– Product reviews etc.
– MSCI ESG

Using the PM knowledge and
expertise to construct the thematic
portfolio
− Portfolio Construction by subtheme

Quantamental Score

Alternative Data & ESG Score

Thematic Universe

Exclude bottom quantile

Exclude bottom quantile

Final Portfolio

8’000  ~ 200

~200  ~ 160

~160  ~130

~ 30

* Risk management process explained in greater detail on slide 30

Conviction

Selection
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Portfolio
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Portfolio excerpt & performance/risk numbers

Name

Industry

Weight

Software & Applications
Adobe Inc
ServiceNow Inc
Twilio Inc
salesforce.com Inc

Application Software
Infrastructure Software
Infrastructure Software
Application Software

4.0%
3.0%
3.0%
4.0%

Data Center, Server & Virtualization
Cisco Systems Inc
Equinix Inc
Intel Corp

Communications Equipment
Data Center REIT
Semiconductor Devices

3.0%
3.0%
3.0%

Micron Technology Inc

Semiconductor Devices

3.0%

Infrastructure Software
Infrastructure Software
Infrastructure Software
Infrastructure Software

Performance
Product
MSCI ACWI

1M
9.3%
4.6%

3M
18.1%
14.7%

12M
50.8%
16.3%

YTD
50.8%
16.3%

Risk Figures*
Product
MSCI ACWI

Volatility
34.2%
30.2%

Sharpe
1.49
0.54

IR
1.64
-

Beta
0.90
1.00

Issuance
61.3%
32.2%

Net performance in USD
70.0%
60.0%

3.0%
3.0%
4.0%
3.0%

40.0%

4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%

-10.0%

30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Data & Storage
Alibaba Group Holding Ltd
Alphabet Inc
Amazon.com Inc
Microsoft Corp

As of 31.12.2020

50.0%

Security & Performance
Crowdstrike Holdings Inc
Datadog Inc
Dynatrace Inc
Tenable Holdings Inc

2020

Online Marketplace
Internet Media & Services
Online Marketplace
Infrastructure Software

-20.0%
-30.0%
Mar-19

Jun-19

Sep-19

Dec-19

Cloud Computing

Mar-20

Jun-20

Sep-20

Dec-20

MSCI ACWI Net TR

Sources: MSCI, Vontobel, Portfolio performance corresponds to predecessor product managed by Vontobel Thematics.
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Your Cloud Computing experts:

Daniel Maier, CFA
Head Thematic Investing
Lead-Manager
daniel.maier@vontobel.com

2020

Romain Hohl
Investment Manager
Co-Manager
romain.hohl@vontobel.com
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Legal information

2020

Investment Suitability: This publication is intended for general distribution. It is not part of any offer or recommendation and does not take into account your knowledge, experience and personal situation which is required for personal investment
advice.
This publication is deemed to be marketing material within the meaning of Article 68 of the Swiss Financial Services Act and is provided for informational purposes only. We will be happy to provide you with additional information about the specified
financial products, such as the prospectus or the basic information sheet, free of charge, at any time.
This brochure should not be construed as a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other transaction. The services described in this brochure are supplied exclusively under the agreement
signed with the service recipient. The facts presented and views expressed herein are for information purposes only and do not take account of any individual investment targets, financial circumstances or requirements. Moreover, the nature, scope
and prices of services and products may vary from one investor to another and/or due to legal restrictions and are subject to change without notice. Before making an investment decision, investors are advised to consult a professional advisor
regarding their individual situation. Prospective investors should be aware that past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of the information
contained herein. Details on how we handle your data can be found in our current data protection policy (vontobel.com/privacy-policy) and on our data protection website (vontobel.com/gdpr). If you do not wish to receive any further documents from
us, please contact us at wealthmanagement@vontobel.com.
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